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About This Game

Origami Flight is a sidescrolling 2D shoot' em up where you control a paper airplane with a simple but challenging mission: to
save the Origami World.

It all starts when a 8-years-old boy decides to take a nap after folding a new paper airplane. As he falls asleep, he enters the
Origami World. As soon as he enters this new world, an evil threat shows up in the shape of a Fox Origami. The Tsuru, the most
traditional origami, are attacked and evil spreads corruption throughout the world. Now addressed as the Hero, he receives from

the Wizard Origami the power to restore the world to its former and peaceful self.

Free the Tsuru, beat the Fox and save the world! Fly, you fool!

Key features:

 Six challenging stages with paper and crayon aesthetics!

 Six different power-ups!

 Beat multiple enemies with a single Mega Shot and get a damage shield!

 Huge variety of enemies!

 Exciting soundtrack!
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 You can also learn how to fold some of origami!
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Just an old not so good multiplayer FPS.. I can make you a better game with Sratch in one hour.. Great Single play game ! And
Even Better Multi Play !!!

Just Check Out the guide to get multi play going. Got Pilot Edition free as part of a package. The Final Approach game is really
fun, but the Pilot Edition made me really sick. I haven't played it since.. A really cool concept, but I feel it misses its mark. A
casual clickfest that is very short and has little replayability, but it was still fun for me.
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Good Game :D. Cool.

Needs some more options and explanation.
Perhaps some shareable "runs". ie sequences of parameter adjustments and movements in a file for playback.. This game is very
simple and yet incredibly complex. It is an immensely satisfying gaming experience. The community is helpful and fun, and
more new users are joining every day. Give it a try!. One of the mus fun rail-shooters out there and fun with anime girls!. This is
a great game, with amazing gameplay, but it takes a long time to find a match. A real hidden gem, it deserves more recognition!.
The idea of a soccer (or football for the non Americans lol) management MMO sounded really good on the surface. FM has as
online career mode, but I feel the way FM is set up, that the mode works better if you have a friend or two and you guys play
while chatting on SKype or Discord. I don't consider myself an expert on tactics and player ratings, but I do feel I have picked
up enough in my time playing the FM series to have a decent enough grasp on them, so the fact that the game doesn't throw your
tiny starter team into a league with giants (like a real life Madrid or Man City) was a bonus. The ability to create your own club
is great. My issue is that, at this stage at least, the game is rather bare bones. The interface is about as minimal as you can get,
and while I know the game is in early dev, the text based style feels like something you could have gotten a decade ago and have
the exact same look. There are few options to change graphics, so you are essentially stuck with what they give you. The game
does have a guide, which is absolutely needed for learning how the game functions, especially in the early going. The isue is that
acessing the guide isn't easy. The devs also state that there is no in game pay to win system, and that appears true on the surface
as there is no way to buy extra funds or pay for shortcuts or training boosts. However, the devs have a Patreon page set up that
allows those who sub to the page to get insite into each update (which are usually monthly) before they are released and voice
their opinions into the direction of production, thereby influencing the future of the game. They also have an unusual way of
policing their in game communication between players. There are some mods in the chat, which helps, but they rely on a
blacklist system for most of their policing. That would be fine, but if enough people blacklist you, then you are banned. The
ability for a group power dynamic is way too high for that to be used. There is potential here, especially if the team can learn to
be UK centric, but at this stage you are better off sticking with FM or something similar.. 9点到2点，被虐崩了。
非要强迫我改难度吗？我不愿意。给你们个差评！
心情贼差劲。. bitcoin miner was way better.

gimme back 2 hours of my life!
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Meh story, meh graphics, meh gameplay, meh
music, meh puzzles.

If you really love Monkey Island and played those to death, or point and click adventure games with really loose logic, then
consider this.

*Note: I'm reviewing from modern perspective, I did not play this game at original launch and have no nostalgia for it.
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